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Abstract— Scalable video coding (SVC), which is the scalable 

extension of H.264/AVC, is designed to transmission over 

heterogeneous networks and provide scalabilities and high 

compression ratio. However, such kinds of compressed videos 

are sensitive to transmission error, resulting in quality 

degradation seriously. In this paper, a cross-layer error resilient 

method is proposed to prevent transmission error in SVC. In the 

proposed algorithm, the reversible data embedding technique is 

adopted to hide the essential information of lower layer such as 

IntraBL and the predicted motion vector (MV) for the 

reconstruction of higher layer.  Experimental results show that 

the proposed method can provide better PSNR performance 

than frame copy by 6.76 dB on average.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Scalable video coding (H.264/AVC SVC) [1] that is the 

extended version of H.264/AVC has been finalized in 2007. 

The objective of the SVC standardization is to encode a high-

quality video that consists of one or more subset videos. The 

complexity, reconstruction quality as well as the quantity of 

data in the subset bitstream is also similar to those of 

H.264/AVC. SVC has several possible scalability modalities 

such as temporal, spatial, SNR/quality/fidelity scalabilities 

and a combined scalability that is a combination of the 

previous three modalities. In SVC, the multilayer video 

coding structure is adopted, called pyramid coding scheme 

shown in Fig. 1. 

Although SVC could accomplish good coding performance, 

it cannot avoid transmission error or loss, degrading video 

quality seriously. Due to the inter-layer prediction in SVC, 

error propagation not only appears in the following frames but 

also the frames of different layers when errors occurring in 

the lower layers.  In the case of transmission error, different 

mechanisms could be set up to correct errors and improve 

quality of service.   

Retransmission is one of these mechanisms, retransmitting 

loss packets. However, such kinds of mechanisms cause 

information overhead that requires extra bandwidth, slowing 

downing the transmission rate. Error concealment is a 

decoder-based error correction tool, which could provide well 

performance when packet loss rate is low. In [2], frame copy 

(FC) and temporal direct (TD) motion vector generation is 

adopted when the base layer (BL) is lost. While the 

enhancement layer (EL) is lost, motion and residual 

upsampling (BLSkip) and reconstruction base layer 

upsampling (RU) are chosen to conceal the error. In [3], 

several decision rules are used to choose TD or BLSkip for 

concealment. In [4], the authors proposed an error tracking 

model to estimate the concealment error and error propagation 

for the choice of BLSkip or RU. However, the PSNR will 

decrease rapidly when packet loss rate gets high. In this 

situation, error resilience has better performance than error 

concealment.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Architecture of SVC encoding process for spatial scalability 

 

The papers [5] and [6] are two error resilient methods used 

in SVC based on a multiple description coding and redundant 

coded picture, respectively. In comparison with above 

methods, date embedding is another way used in error 

resilience. Kang et al. [7] embedded the direction of edge, 

mode or motion vector for error resilience. The odd-even data 

embedding scheme [8] is one of the most popular methods for 

data embedding. However, most embedded schemes change 

the original data and cause quality degradation even when 

packet does not lose. A reversible data embedding scheme 

proposed in [9] can restore the original data without any 

distortion. Lie et al. [10] used this scheme to embed required 

indexes of wavelet coefficient for error concealment. Lin et al. 
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[11] also used this scheme to embed the downsampling pixel 

values. 

In this paper, an error resilience based on reversible data 

embedding technique is proposed in SVC. The proposed 

scheme embeds the required information of the lower layer in 

its above layer when the macroblock (MB) in EL is inter-layer 

predicted. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follow: the reviews of 

the inter-layer prediction in SVC and the reversible data 

embedding scheme are introduced in Sec. II. Section III 

describes the proposed algorithm in detail. Simulation results 

are presented in Section IV. Finally, concluding remarks are 

given in Sec. V.  

II. BACKGROUND REVIEW 

A. Inter-Layer Prediction in  SVC 

SVC further supports three new inter-layer prediction 

modes to improve the rate-distortion efficiency of the ELs for 

EL encoding process and they are inter-layer motion 

prediction, inter-layer residual prediction and inter-layer intra 

prediction. It is worth to mention that the quality scalability 

can be regarded as a special case of spatial scalability. This is 

because each layer has the same resolution in the quality 

scalability. Two inter-layer predictions cannot be employed in 

quality scalability: the upsampling operations and the inter-

layer deblocking for intra-coded reference layer MB [1].  

1) Inter-Layer Motion Prediction: The MB partition of 

the higher layer is obtained by upsampling 

corresponding partition of the 8x8 block of the 

lower layer and the motion vector of the higher 

layer is also derived by scaling corresponding 

motion vector of lower layer by a factor 2.  

2) Inter-Layer Intra Prediction: When the BL is intra-

coded, the MB of the EL can be predicted by 

upsampling the reconstructed sub-MB of the BL. 

The reconstructed sub-MB of the BL is upsampled 

by the four-tap filter for luminance component and 

bilinear filter for chrominance component. 

3) Inter-Layer Residual Prediction: Inter-layer residual 

prediction can be employed for all inter-mode 

blocks in the EL. The residual data of the 

corresponding 8×8 block of the BL is block-wise 

upsampled by a bilinear filter. The difference 

between the upsampling residual and the predicted 

one of EL block needs to be coded.  

B. Reversible Data Embedding Scheme 

The reversible data embedding could provide embedding 

data without any distortion compared to the original data, 

which implies that the proposed scheme would not cause 

damage in visual quality of the original bitstream. The 

reversible data embedding schemes are classified into two 

categories, pixel-domain and DCT-domain, that are proposed 

in [9] and [10]. 

To embed m bits into two quantized coefficients f0
o and f1

o, 

we should calculate do that means the difference between two 

of them. Then, dh is calculated by expanding the difference do 

and add the m bits in Eqs. (1) and (2). f  is the average of f0
o  

and f1
o.  Then, the two coefficients, f0

h and f1
h, are modified as 

the subtraction and addition between the low-bound and up-

bound of the half of dh, respectively, shown in Eqs. in (3) and 

(4).  
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The data extraction process is firstly to compute the 

difference dh between the two coefficients. Then the 

embedded data could be extracted by divide 2 of dh, in Eq. (5). 

Finally, the data could be recovered by Eq. (6). 
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III. PROPOSED ERROR RESILIENCY STRAEGY 

As mentioned in the introduction, the proposed scheme 

aims to improve visual quality of higher layer when the lower 

layer is lost as shown in Fig 2. We explicate the proposed 

scheme in three parts: the inter-layer intra prediction, the 

inter-layer motion prediction and the inter-layer residual 

prediction. Here, we use two-layer SVC case (one BL and one 

EL) as one example to explain the proposed method in the 

following.  

 

 
Fig 2. Illustration of the loss of BL and the inter-layer prediction of EL 
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A. Inter-layer Intra Prediction 

The proposed scheme embeds the indexes of wavelet 

coefficient of BL in EL when the MB in the EL is coded as 

“IntraBL.” This is because the dynamic range of DCT 

coefficient is harder to estimate than that of wavelet 

coefficient. If the MB in the EL is encoded as “IntraBL”, the 

luminance component of the co-located block in BL is 

performed by wavelet transform. The average of chroma 

components of the first frame in BL is embedded in the first I 

frame of EL and other chroma components of other frames in 

BL are concealed by motion copy in decoder. If the resolution 

ratio between EL and BL is four, an MB in EL has a co-

located 8 × 8 block in BL. Then, a three-level wavelet 

transform is performed in the 8 × 8 block of BL shown in Fig. 

3. 8-bit is used to represent band 0 due to its significance, and 

bands 1-6 are embedded with their center values that are 

represented with their corresponding the indexes shown in 

Table Ι. Because the probability of occurrence of the wavelet 

coefficient in the range of -1 to 1 is close to 70%, one bit is 

used to represent and 4-bit for the rest. The compression ratio 

of this method is less than that of equal length encoding 

method (3-bit). Table I with 9 classes is trained by the blocks 

of the BL whose co-located MBs in EL  is “IntraBL.” The 

training sequences include Akiyo, Bus, City, Football, 

Foreman, and Mobile. The clustering result is similar when 

the half of these sequences is used. In the decoder, the block 

is recovered by the center of the wavelet coefficient. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Three-level wavelet transform of the block.  

 

Table Ι The index table of wavelet coefficient 

Wavelet coefficient ( value) Center index 

           value <= -41 -52 1111 

-40 <= value <= -23 -30 1110 

-22 <= value <= -12 -16 1101 

-11 <= value <=  -6 -8 1100 

-5 <= value <= -2 -3 1011 

-1 <= value <= 3 0 0 

  4 <= value <=  11 6 1000 

12 <= value <= 26 16 1001 

          value >= 27 36 1010 

B. Inter-layer Motion Prediction 

If the predicted motion vector in the EL is from the BL, the 

half-pixel precision motion vector of the BL is embedded in 

the quantized coefficient of EL. The embedded data includes 

6 bits that contain the half pixel precision motion vector and 

its significant bit for each horizontal or vertical motion vector. 

The horizontal and vertical predicted motion vectors of list_0 

and list_1 are embedded in the blocks, as shown in Fig. 4. 

Each block embeds at most two bits, which means at most 4 

quantized coefficients are changed in one 4 × 4 block. 

 
Fig. 4. The blocks for embedding the predicted motion vectors 

C. Inter-layer Residual Prediction 

Intra and motion vector prediction is much more important 

than residual prediction for loss frame recovery. The 

embedded information of predicted residual causes 

dramatically the increase of bit rate. Therefore, the predicted 

residual of the current frame is replaced by motion copy from 

the previous coded frame in BL.  

The flowchart of the proposed algorithm in the decoder 

side is shown in Fig. 5. The bold block represents down-

sampling the EL to BL. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Flowchart of the proposed scheme in decoder 

IV. SIMULATION  RESULTS 

The algorithm proposed in this paper and frame copy 

method are simulated on scalable video coding reference 

software JSVM 9.14. Simulation settings are listed in Table 

Ⅱ. The 2-layer simulation tests seven benchmarks, including 

Bus, City, Crew, Football, Foreman, Harbour and Mobile. 
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Bus and Football are encoded with 150 and 260 frames 

separately, and others are encoded with 300 frames. The 

packet loss rates (PLR), 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, are simulated 

in BL, and EL is lossless. The average PSNR is calculated by 

repeating 10 times for each packet loss rate. 

 
Table Ⅱ Simulation settings 

Number of layers 2 

Number of reference frame 1 

GOP size 16 

Intra refresh Only the first frame 

Frame rate 30 

Resolution of BL QCIF 

Resolution of EL CIF 

Table Ⅲ shows the average Y-PSNR and gain in EL of 

seven test sequences. As can be seen in Table III, the 

proposed method outperforms frame copy by 6.67 dB on 

average,  and the average increase of bit rate is 9.49%. The 

frame copy method only copies the previous frame in BL. 

Without the information of motion vector from the BL, the 

predicted motion vector in the EL is assigned to zero motion 

vectors. Fig. 6-9 show that the proposed method provides 

better subjective quality than frame copy. The proposed 

method handles well both on object moving (Fig. 6-8) and 

camera moving (Fig. 9). Fig. 10 shows that the proposed 

method could do well in the “IntraBL” mode. In addition, 

when the first  frame in BL losses, the proposed method could 

have coarse quality in EL and frame copy will fail when the 

MB is inter-layer intra prediction. 

 
Table Ⅲ  Performance comparisons of the proposed algorithm and frame 

copy 

Sequence PLR (%) 
PSNR 

Frame Copy Proposed Gain 

Bus 

5 28.80 33.02 4.22 

10 25.09 31.80 6.71 

15 24.00 30.78 6.78 

20 22.26 30.56 8.30 

City 

5 29.27 35.55 6.28 

10 27.23 34.92 7.69 

15 25.27 33.49 8.22 

20 23.78 32.90 9.12 

Crew 

5 32.95 36.09 3.14 

10 31.31 35.89 4.58 

15 29.34 35.66 6.32 

20 27.08 35.32 8.24 

Football 

5 31.68 34.83 3.15 

10 29.27 34.57 5.30 

15 27.79 34.04 6.25 

20 26.26 33.50 7.24 

Foreman 

5 31.32 36.25 4.93 

10 27.46 35.54 8.08 

15 26.44 35.23 8.79 

20 24.44 34.72 10.28 

Harbour 

5 26.89 31.88 4.99 

10 25.26 31.56 6.30 

15 23.73 30.09 6.36 

20 22.23 29.16 6.93 

Mobile 

5 23.31 30.33 7.02 

10 22.42 29.88 7.46 

15 20.73 28.07 7.70 

20 17.31 26.19 8.88 

Average  26.16 32.92 6.76 
 

  
(a) Frame copy (b) Proposed 

Fig. 6. Comparison of the subjective quality of the 154th frame on Foreman 

sequence under 10% packet loss ratio. 

 

  
(a) Frame copy (b) Proposed 

Fig. 7. Comparison of the subjective quality of the 19th frame on Football 

sequence under 5% packet loss ratio. 

 

  
(a) Frame copy (b) Proposed 

Fig. 8. Comparisons of the subjective quality of the 53th frame on Crew 

sequence under 20% packet loss ratio. 

 

  
(a) Frame copy (b) Proposed 

Fig. 9. Comparison of the subjective quality of the 42th frame on Mobile 

sequence under 5% packet loss ratio. 

 

  
(a) Frame copy (b) Proposed 

Fig. 10. Comparison of the subjective quality of the 81th frame on  Football 

sequence under 5% packet loss ratio. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

A cross-layer error resilient scheme based on reversible 

data embedding in SVC is proposed in this paper. The 

predicted motion vector and the indexes of wavelet coefficient 

are embedded in the higher layer for improvement of visual 

quality when packets are lost. Experiment results show that a 

PSNR improvement is 6.76 dB in average and the maximum 

improvement is up to 10.28 dB when packet loss rate is equal 

to 20%.  
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